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Chapter I
INTRODUCTION

It has been recognized as a truism that
present- day problems resul.ting from advances due
to an eyer- increasing technology giYe rise to a
greater need tor adult education.

This need has

not always been accompanied by tangible effort
toward complete satisfaction.

Nevertheless ,

leaders in the field of adult education point out
quite clearly necessity for greater emphasis in
this regard. For example , Strayer1 has pointed out
the significance of adult education to Amerioan
culture.

He

states:

As society advances in complexity,
the need for adult education increases .
The only type of society in whioh adult
education has no place 1s one that
experiences no technological or social
changes , one in which there is no
opportunity for occupational or pr ofessional advancement, because every
one lives and works on the same dead
level, and one in which there is no
hope for heightened appreciation or
greater com.tort . That type of society
was left behind by our ancestors when
they began their rise from savagery
and each year we move farther f r om i t .
l .

Strayer, ueorge D. , ~ Hepor t Qt A SUrveY ~
~ Public School~ S1L ~ Distri ot .Ql cor 'Ulllbus.
p. 803.

9
This explains why the pressure is so
insistant to make adult education a
constantly more important factor in
our daily living.
It will readily be conceded that the
individual adult under the condition of life presently is in the midst of a large group of new conductmaking and conduct-changing forces.

Modern inven-

tions have moved the barriers that made for social
and individual isolation .

ReevesY and others

describe adults in our present social order as:
The adult who participates in some
kind of educational activity includes
all types of men and women: the type of
person who could not or would not go to
school in youth and must now attempt to
gain the skills he lacks; the youngster
who quit school early to go to work only
to find later that he needs more study;
the middle-age person who now has time
to take up those interests which were
formerly denied him; the parent who
feels that the job of rearing children
in a changing world is beyond the
range of ordinary instinctive reactions;
the foreigner who seeks to learn the
strange language and customs of the
United States in short, all persons who
have a driving desire to keep abreast
of complex and changing times.
'l!he agencies that contribute directly to
educational activities for adults are many and
varied; a partial list would include: the public
school, agricultural extention services; libraries

y

Reeves, .l!'. W. l!'ransler ,
Adult Education. p . 4.

·1·. ,

and tloule,

c. O.,
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and museums; college and university extentions;
including home studies; federal and emergency
agencies; proprietary schools both resident and
correspondence; special schools for adults,
-religious, welfare, and service agencies; industries and other corporations maintaining personal
training programs; and agencies operating in special
environments, such as prisons, sanitariums and
settlements.

'.L'he adult education activities are

supported by tax :t"unds, by gifts and endowments, by
students for membership fees, or by a combination
of these means .

'l'orbertY emphasizes adult educa-

tion as a public responsibility.

He

states:

Perhaps the greatest practical
undertaking in this new spirit of orderliness and achievement is the plan to
group adult education endeavors around
the equipment and personal of the local
public school system. In developing
this idea there was no thought of minimizing the many admirable schemes that
have been and oan still be successtully
launched under other auspicies, but
there is now a clear recognition, in
terms of averages for the country at
large, that the public school system is
the most logical center available.
There is wide spread agreement among
leaders in the ~ield as to types of needs to be met

y

'l"orbert , J . ~1th. 'l'he Establishment Of~ Adult
School. pp . 2- 3.

-t a_

through adult education.

Among the needs, several

that appear most frequently are: (1) to till gaps
in formal education at the lower levels ; {2J to
prepare for naturalization; (3) to increase effectiveness a s a citizen;

(4) to develop greater

effectiveness as a parent and as a member of a
family group; (5) to function more intelligently as
a consumer; (6) to maintain and improve health and
safety; (?) to enjoy more suitable recreation and
fuller self-expression; (8) to develop cultural and
appreciative abilities ; and (9) in the vocational
area, to (a) prepare for a vocation, or (b) increase
vocational efficiency, or (c) prepare for a new type
or work.!/ 'l'he wide spread agreement on the need
for adult education reflects confidence in the
American system of education.
~

problem

Statement Qt~ problem.--~he purposes
•
of this study are (1) to give the present educational status of the adults of the Arp -consolidated
school comm.unity; (2) to point out the educational
needs of the adults of the school communit y ; and
(3) to propose an adult education program for the

!f

Strayer, .Qi?.. oi t ., p . 816.

Arp school community to meet these needs.
Import8Jlce o f ~ study.-- In presenting
the material found in this study the writer is
presenting a source of material which will prove
valuable in preparing the adult education program of
the local school.

Such a study will enable the

teachers to detect the outst8.llding adult-needs of
the Arp community.

This, of course, will serve as

a necessary reform in the educational areas of the
community.
Definition £1. terms
It is difficult to define adult education
because it includes a countless number of activities
and its potential student body is the entire adult
population.

Some writers have preferred not to

define the term at all, not wishing to crystallize
the new movement or to under estimate its essential
scope.
Adult education. --"Adult education was
defined as any purposeful effort toward self- development carried on by an individual without direct legal
compulsion and without such effort becoming his
major field of activity.".§/ It -may be concerned with

any or all of the three major aspects of his life:
§./

Reeves, F. w. , Fransler, T., and Houle,
Adult Education. p. 3.

c. o.,

(1) his work life; (2) his personal life; and (3J
his life as a citizen.
As a process , adult education may
be thought of as that activity which
enables a person more efficiently to meet
his personal needs, problems , or desires;
more effectively to participate as an
intel~igent functioning member of
society; and more understandingly to
approach the appreciation and realization
of ultimate values. benefits, therefore,
accrue both to the individual and to
society. ~his process is as old as mankind, although emphasis upon the provision of schools for all the children has
tended to overshadow the necessity of
considering education as an activity
that continues throughout the years of
maturity. Adult education may, however,
be called a new educational movement in
the sense that only comparatively recently have educators and educated •.•
become conscious of the many aspects of
the process and attempted through
voluntary associations and the cooperation of diverse inter~sts to give force
and direction to it .st
Program.--Program was interpreted as
meaning a plan of procedure.

All the courses in

one field of study, such as business education or
industrial trades, organized to fulfill the same
general objectives and conducted along similar lines.

y

Ibid., P• 5.

Chapter II
REVIEV/ OF RESEARCH RELATED TO THE PROBLEM

There have been many studies of various
adult groups.
respect to:

These studies vary considerably with
(1) the sample;

(2)

the purpose;

(3)

the treatment of data; (4) the area studied; and
(5) the technique used in making the studies.
It is the purpose of this chapter to
summarize the results of studies that seem to
have special value because of: (1) the kind ot
survey used; (2) the type of analysis made; (3)
the areas involved; and (4) the implications which
might directly or indirectly have bearing on this
research problem.
Eaoh of the studies was reviewed or
analyzed, where possible, in terms ot: (1) the
background of the problem investigated; (2) the
procedure used; (3) the major findings; (4) the
issues raised; and lt) the major contributions and
limitations .
Early studies
In one of the earlier studies used in

this problem of adult education, Johnson

1/

made

a study of household employment in Chicago in 1929
and 1930.

Many of the household employees were

being constantly thrown out of jobs, there was
continued disagreement between employer and employee,
and unemployment was a nation wide problem.

1'h e

1

purpose of the study was to throw light on the
character of the demands for household workers in
Chicago, the adequacy of the supply in meeting the
demands, and the changes that must occur if the
situation is to become more satisfactory to both
employer and employee .

Attention was centered on

tull time workers, housewives and women with full
time jobs.

Schedules to be filled in by these

persons were prepared covering the following points:

(1) age; (2J nativity: (3) parentage; (4) special
training e.nd education; (5) number of years of
experience in household employment; and (61 the
type of work desired to be studied in an adult
education class.

The employers also filled in

question sheets with questions concerning: (1) the

y

Johnson, Elnor B. "A Study of Household Employment in Chicago," Journal £!~Economics.
25: 658-661, February 1933.

-t f\
family income; (2) the size of the family; (3) the
size of the house; (4J preference as to race; (5}
nativity; (6) domicile status; and(?} the type of
assistance needed.

The survey included available

statistical data, end the collection of first-hand
information from several hundred Chicago household
employers and employees.
Johnson concluded that . the problem of
improvement resolves itself into two parts : (1)
how to make the supply of workers more adequate for
wage earning persons; and ( 2) how to make conditions of employment more satisfactory.

Undoubtedly,

both employer and employee would be benefited if'
improvement could be effected in: (1) wages; (2)
hours; (3J working conditions; (4) training to
meet the demands; and (5) attitudes of both employer
and employee. Adult education classes and continuation schools were recommended to afford a definite
opportunity for providing training for individuals
already engaged in household employment .

The

results of the study indicated that the major
problems centered around: (lJ dishwashing; l2Jhousecleaning; (3J cooking; (4) planning and serving
family meals; and (5) budgeting the working time.
This study contributed to the solution of
economic problems in a small area in Chicago .

The

17
study 1s related to the study the writer is ma.king
in that: \1) the study is based upon adults with
economic problems; (2) area were determined for
adult education classes; and (3) these classes were
part time because the adults were employed.
Lyne;l:/ made a study of six hundred
adults in the state of Kansas in 1932 •

.1.qnes was

a student or Aansas ~tate College, and made the
study to determine areas to be used in working out
units for adult education classes .
made to collect the needed data.

A survey was
~he major sections

of this questionnaire were: (l) interest and needs;
(2) employment; l3) use of leisure time; (4}
previous education; (5) size of family ; and (6)
type of units desired.

~ynes was interested in

adult homemaking education and wanted to present
units that would contribute to a more satisfactory
presentation of lessons .
The major findings of this study were:
(1) an interest in short units; (2} an interest in
meal planning and preparation; (3) a need for budgeting time; (4) a need for worthy use of leisure time;

y

Lynes, Hazel Alma. Organization 21 Uni ts !2I,
Adult Classes JJ:l. Homemaking. Unpublished Master's
thesis, Kansas State College , 1932.

tR
(5) an interest in table service; and (6) a need
for child care and guidance.
The study resulted in the planning of
five units for adult olasses.

These units were to

be short, ranging in length from six to twelve
lessons.

The units contained: (1) objectives; (2J

problems; (3) teaching points; (4) experiences;
(5) references; and (6) related activities.

They

were so organized that they could be lengthened to
meet the needs of the classes.

~hese units were

adopted as a state course of study in adult education for the state of Kansas .
i'his study is related to the study now
being made in that some of the divisions of the
questionnaire was the same, the technique was the
same and some of the units planned covered areas
:found in this study.
Kidder

Y

made a study of upper grade

girls in the Ames High School, Ames, Iowa.

It

was Kidders'plan to make a course of study for the
eight and ninth grade girls based upon the home
activities of the girls from the sixth to the
twelfth grades inclusive.
'§/ Kidder, Esther . A Course ,21 study for Girls
in the Eight and Ninth Grades of ~ Ames
~ School. £:aster's 'liie'sis, Iowa
State College, 1930.

JUnior

'l'he major findings in this study were:
(1) the girls were provided with adequate diet,

most or which was selected and purchased by them;
and l2J the girls participated in all the household tasks of their homes .
Based upon the findings from this survey,
units in foods were planned to include: (l) selecting and purchasing; (2) budgeting time and money;
(3) preparing and serving food;

(4) cleaning and

care of furnishings; and {5) meal planning to meet
the needs of the family.
This study was objectively limited to
upper grade girls but the adults contributed to
the study such information as was needed about the
activities of these girls .

It is related to this

problem in its method or approach, and the plan
for future activities.
St. Clai;ri/ attempted to use the adults
of four Montgomery County, :Maryland high schools to
work out a course of study for these high schools.
Parents of the pupils attending these schools were
separated into groups or committees.

!J

~he technique

st . Ulair, Hosie 1... !, Home Economics Program
! , Q r . ~ ~ Schools 1!!, Montgomery- 9ounty
Ma;rzland. lvlaster's 'l'hesis, Bristo Um.varsity,

1937.

used was that of group discussion.

'l hree forms

or discussion materials were prepared in advance
to be used ¥dth the committee members .

Form I was

a group of statements regarding whose validity
they were asked to express their opinion.

Form

i I was intended to bring out the opinion as to

the emphasis in various topics to be included in
a course of study •

.l!orm i I I was designed to make

committee members think with reference to the
needs in their community.
It was found that: (1) parents were
interested in the school and its program; (2)
when given an opportunity and encouraged to do
so, parents are frank and free in their discussion
of school problems; l3J the school needed the
advice of parents in solving problems; and (4) ,
that an advisory committee or parents should be
set up in all the schools to study school problems
and to link the school more closely with the
community.

'l'his committee would become a study

group with regular classes being held in the
school building.

It was believed that this class,

when properly developed, would prevent some of the
difficulties which are faced by all the schools;
by bringing to the school some worthwhile experiences of the home, and make it possiblo for the

9.1

children to establish better r elations .
ln this study the adults were used to
help to select the areas of study to be used in
high school classes based upon the needs of the

community.

.J.:he problems in the study were

1

related to the problems of this study , but the
courses were limited to high school groups and
special groups of adults.
A study was made by Hobertson.Q/to discover what the adults of fuelder , a small community
in central .Louisiana, could study through the ]'arm
Extention Services to aid them in ma.king a living.
The large saw mills , upon which they had depended
for a livelihood, had failed ; the supply of timber was low, and the people had been forced to
return to the farms .

·1•0

determine the type of

crops best suited to the soil, an analysis of the
soil was made .

To determine their needs a house

to house survey was conducted and the data compiled .

The soil showed a need of .certain types

of commercial fertilizer .
diversified farming.

There was a need for

Through the study Robertson

§/ Robertson , James Harvey "Can People Go On.
Learning?" Adult Education In Action. "
Journal .Q! Adult Education . 10 : Pp . 75- 77 ,
:tanuary 1938.

found that the families wanted to know; (1) how
to grow flowers; (2) how to fertilize corn cane,
and potatoes; and (3) the best variety of cotton
for their soil.

For their economic objective

the men chose soil improvement by: (1) terracing;
(2) planting cover crops; (3) proper drainage;
and {4) cooperation with the Federal Agriculture
Program.

For feed stuff they ohose : {l) corn;

(2) oats; (3) sorghum; (4) soybeans; and (5) peanuts.

For cash crops they chose: (1) cotton; (2)

irish potatoes; (3) watermelons; (4) tomatoes;
and (5) sugar cane .

They decided according to

the study that they needed dairy cattle and hogs;
and to re- forest old fields .
The women chose eight economic objectives.
They were: (1) all-year- round gardens; (2) wellfilled pantries; (3) a comm.unity canning kitchen;
(4) better dairy cows; (5) home produced garden
seed; (6) exchange of garden seed; {?) control
of insect pest; and (8) better breeds of poultry.
The agriculture Extention Services
organized evening classes for the community and
both women and men cooperated.

The lessons were

planned on the basis of the findings in this study.
The most pertinent findings which have
bearing on the problem of this thesis are : (1)

the group was in a farming section;

(2) the

previous source of income had diminished; and
(3) they were seeking economic security.
Reid,.2/ using the library at Atlanta
and Harlem, made a study of Negro Adult Education
by observing persons participating in a reading
program set up in these libraries .
was made available for the group .

Reading material.
The date was set

for the opening of the project.
Reid observed that the adults went about
the library reading mu.oh the same as they would have,
had there been no adult education project .

He con-

cluded his study with the hypot hesis that an extremely valuable service could have been rendered
if along with or even instead of this convention-

alized program and techniques, which hel p to give
status to the term "adult education," there had been
suggested some basic ideas , principles, materials
and exploratory devices tor reaching the minds ot
the adult Negro masses on the level where they admittedly are .

In America among Negroes in par t icu-

lar , it is not a movement but a borrowed met hod which
can never expect to take on content and meanings unt il

§/ Reid, Ira D. A. Washington , "Adult Education .Among
Negroes . " The Associ ates in Negr o Folk Education, Negro~ Educati on Series , 1 937, pp . 561562 .
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it is more a part or the people themselves.
This study clearly demonstrates the
inadequacy ot projecting a program without: (1)
finding a need for it; (2) securing an interest in
it; (3) formulating the objectives for it; and (4)
properly selecting materials and devices to realize
these objectives.
Forb:Uwas concerned with: (a) planning
units for a class; (bJ finding teaching aids and
guiding principles for the units; and (c) securing
comments and directions from the adults for the
work.

The study was made by surveying the homes

of the members of the class with a check list . The
parents were interviewed and the cor.mnents were
tabulated for use in the planning of the units .
From the material secured Forbe concluded that the following five units should be planned:
(l) food preservation; (2) meal planning; (3) table
setting and service ; (4) confectionery cookery ; and
(5) purchasing and budgeting.

The units were planned

on the problem basis with activities included i n each
lesson.

Many of these activities had been suggested

Rive Units For ! •renth
Grade Class k ~ Economics. Unpublished
Master ' s Thesis, University of Boston , 1932.

Jj Forbe, Edi th Colburn.

in the interviews.
The study by ¥orbe is interesting because
it included some definite planning berore the units
were constructed.

The objectives were worked out

to meet the sroup needs.

Thia study 1s significant

to the writer for two reasons:

(1) specirio areas

were selected; and (2) the units were based on the
group and its needs.

Later Studies

Hall.§/ undertook

8Jl

investigation or the

needs of the residents ot the D. N. Leather SlumClearance Project in Corpus Christi , Texas.

There

were 211 families living in this government project,
and most of them were ot Latin American origin.
These families were ot the low income level and living conditions were poor.

Several contagious dis-

eases had been reported in the community.

The

ohildren showed signs or being under-nourished .

They

continued to be absent from school and were considerably retarded in their class work.
The City Health Department gave Hall all
the available material on the health conditions or
the people living in the project .

A questionnaire

was tormed and a house to house survey was made.

m.

Hall, Olivia Williams , Homemaking Units
Adults
~ .211 A Study ~ ~ Needs Qt ~ ]2. lf•
'Ieatiier Slum- Clearano! Project~ Corpus Christi,
Texas.

----

lbe W. R. Banke J.10nu·>
.I

.I

TT_.

tt

•

_,., 4 t-

?.B
Hall was planning units tor an adult education class
based upon these finding.
It was found that the most marked needs
were : (1) Cleanliness and health; (2) low cost
nutritional meals; (3) budgeting money and time; (4)
food for sick; (5) food for children; (6) meal planning and service; and (7) food for festivities .
On the basis of these fin.dings uni ts

were set up and the adult education class was
organized.
This study was interesting because the
data was supplied by the adults, who were fully
acquainted with the facts required.

Hall made her

own house to house calls giving her an opportunity
to observe some very valuable information.
Dawe, Ek:ern and Berge;i./ tested the
hypothesis that there is a difference in the
restricting, directing and controlling actions of
adults with children, to those actions that are
facilitating, helpful, friendly , and encouraging.
~•or the purpose of this study adult contacts with
children were divided into two divisions: (1) re-

2f Dawe, Dr • .t1elen c. , "Difference In Adult Contact
W1 th Children. " Journal gt_ Home Economics. 25:
Pp . 87. 89, February 1949.

strictive; and (2) facilitating; each of which had
sub-divisions .

The restrictive method included any

instance in which the adult seeks to impose her will
on the child , and expects his compliance ; or raise

a barrier to the satisfaction of the child ' s wishes.
The tacilitating contacts include those in which
there is no opposition of the adults will , but
rather an effort to help the child carry out his
wishes .
For this study only results based upon the
study of children attending the University of Wisconsin nursery school were used.

lt was round that

there is a considerable variation among adults, and
in the same adult from time to time, in ty:pes of
contacts made.

~he facts associated with this

variability were: (1) age ; (2) individual charasteristics; (3) the size of the family ; (4) previous knowledge; and (5) background and experiences of these
adults.

On

the basis of these findings a class in

child guidance and family relations tor adults were
suggested.
'! 'he probable weakness of this study lie
in the fact that it was made with a sel ected group
of university professors and students, and cannot be
considered reliable tor the general public .

However

this study suggested a research problem for study in

any locality.

It is valuable in pointing out

causes for differences in adult groups .
Marka12!conducted a survey of fifty
Negro farmers or Waller County, Texas , to determine-:
(1) the crop market profits; (2) the possibility of
recommendations pertinent to improved farming
practices resulting from findings of this .study; (3)
the adaptation of farm practices to the area; (~)
the influence of the college on methods of farming;
(5) crops and livestock production; and (6) whether

the farmers were using the factors of production to
the best advantage.
Marks found it very difficult to secure
information because the farmers were reluctant to
answer questions , or give any of the desired information.

'l1he farmers were finally divided into two

classes; llJ major type; and (2) sub- type .

lt was

not easy to obtain enough information to determine
accurately the types of farmers but some of the
determining factors were : ll) size of the farm; l2J
type and amount of crops gr own; l3J farm practices;

and (4 J farm machinery in use.
Marks , Curtis M
., !, gtudy i?l, !a2., 'l'Ypes 2t ~ ing ~ ~ Income .Q.t. Fifty Negr o Farmers .!!!
Waller County, Texas. Unpublished Master ' s
Thesis, Prairie View Agricultural and Mechanical
College, Prairie View, Texas, 1947.

There was a marked need tor:
fluid milk;

(1) more

(2) reduction 1n cotton acreage;

increase in livestock production;

(3 J

(4) growing in of

some soil building crops; and (5) a substitute cash

crop for watermelons.
This study pointed to a definite need for

an adult education class, but it showed the lack of
planning in that the community vres not ready for

the program.
They had not heard of it before, and
therefore, did not feel free to answer questions or
take part with it .

'l'orbertll/ has pointed out a

significant wa:y to introduce an adult education

program.

He

states:

In a connnunity which has no
definite plan of adult education, the
problem of how to start one will depend
first of all upon arousing a genuine
desire for it within the hearts and
minds of two or three leading citizens,
or on a larger scale , of a group such
as one of the clubs or service organizations to be found in almost every communi ty. As to the type of person who should
inaugurate the idea it is obvious that
his or her qualifications should include
familiarity with the local school equipment and the ability to visualize some
of its possibilities.
f)imrnen;

Significantly, Johnson in his study

Keith. ~ Establishment .Qt
Adult School. P. 4.

'l'orbert ,

J.

~

:_lO

recognized that the performance of household duties
is influenced by cultural circumstances.

Iqnes found

that in order to prepare units for adult education
classes, a study of the interest, employment , use of
leisure time, previous education, size of family,
and desires would prove helpful.

The units would

then contribute to a more satisfactory solution of
adult problems .

Kidder reached the conclusion that

parents had contributions to make to the planning of
the high school program.
st • Clair found parents willing to join

study groups and committees for personal improvement ,
and when given an opportunity and encouraged to do
so, they are frank and free to join in the discussion
of their problems .

Robertson discovered that adult

education, when it is objectively organized , will
help adults solve problems, increase income, improve living conditions and develop economic security.

Reid found that the adult education movement

can never expect to take on content and meaning until
it is more a part of the people tor which it is
designed.

Forbe noticed an indication of environ-

mental influence steming out of the home through the
children.

Hall poi nted to the education of the

adults as a solution to many of the present day
school problems .

The study by Dawe , Ekern and Ber-

gen found that age, individual characteristics,
family interlectual level and backgrounds, determine
the controling actions of adults with children.
Marks demonstrated the invalidity or attempting an
adult education program without the cooperation of
the adults .

All of the foregoing issues are rele-

vant in this thesis.
It may be observed that in the ten
studies analyzed: (1) there were six different
criteria used to make the studies; (2) the size of
the samples varied from 50 families to 600 families :
(3) all of the samples, except four, consisted of
Negroes; (4) the groups studied comprised adults of
various ages and upper grade girls; (5) the social
class level ranged from farmers to college professors ;
(6J the reports covered a period of 18 years; and
(?) several types of adult education were needed to

solve the educational problems.
The survey of studies presented in the
foregoing pages reveals certain limitations.
of these will be enumerated.

Three

Fir st, these studi es

in the main have been confined to Negro adults.

A

second limitation is that of educational needs.

Be-

cause of the nature of the studies most of the educational needs are in the areas of homemaking.

A thi r d

limitation is the fact that all of the studies with

Table 1.--RELATED STUDIES IN ADULT EDUCATION.
Nature of the
group

Techniques
used

Educational
needs

No.

Author

Date

SUbjeots Studied

Number

l

Johnson

1920

Household employees

1850

Mixed Races

Survey Question sheet

Homemaking

2

Kidder

1930

General Public

900

White Women

Survey Question sheet

Homemaking

3

Lynes

1932

Families

600

White families

survey Questionnaire

Homemaking

4

st. Clair

193?

Mixed Races

Discussion

Forum

5

Robertson 1937

Negroes

Discussion
and survey
question
sheets

Homemaking
Agriculture

Parents and patrons
Farm Families

1150
370

and

6

Reid

193?

General Public

260

Negroes

Observation

Forum

?

Forbe

1938

Parents of high
school girls

360

Mixed Races

survey Question sheet

Homemaking

8

Hall

1941

Government Project families

211

Latin
Americans

Visitation
and survey
question
sheets

Homemaking

9

Dawe

194?

Professional
Adults

Whites

Observation

Forum

Ekern
Berger

Faculty
of the
Univ. of
Wisconsin

N
l~

Table.--RELATED STUDIES IN ADULT EDUCATION. --Continued.

No.

Author

Date

Subjects Studied

10

Marks

1947

Farmers

Number
50

Nature of the
group

Negroes

Techniques
used

Educational
needs

Interviews and Forum
Su.rvey- quesand
tion sheets

Agriculture

~4
the exception of three were cx:>nfined to urban areas.
In order to understand Table I the following terms are defined:

(1) homemaking may be defined

as the science and the art dealing with homemaking,
the selection and preparation of food and clothing,
conditions of living, the use of income and the care
and training of children; (2) agriculture may be
defined as the science or art of cultivating the
ground, the production of crops and livestock and
improving farm practices and plant life ; and (3)
forum- discussion may be defined as a v~luntary
assembly of people for the purpose of discussing
matters of public interest , under guidance of acknowledged leaders, with full opportunity for participation
by the audience.
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Chapter III
SUbjects
Two hundred and thirty-seven Negro families
of the Arp School Community, Arp , Texas were the sub-

jects of this investigation.

These subjects lived

in the Arp Independent School District in that section
ot Smith County frequently rererred to as "the oil

field," although there is a considerable portion of
Negro residents located outs1derthe oil field. "
Adults numbering 3?0 and children and
adolescents numbering 785 making a total of 1155
persons were included in the survey.

The area su:r-

veyed was appro:ximateLy llO square miles .
Method

The techniques of the questionnaire used in
the study were suggested by L. Belle Pollard

Y

and

Florence Fallgatter. Y HallYhad used some or the

y

Pollard L. Belle , Adult Education 1:£!:, Homemaking.

y

FJ.orenoe FaJ.lgatter, "Some Suggestions To Consider
Currioul.um Development In Education For Home and Family Life . P. 16- 28.
Appendix A.

P . 70.
in Making Plans,"
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techniques suggested by these authors in planniI18 a
similar study- in Corpus Christi , Texas .
From the material in these books the author
constructed a Questionnaire!/ to be used in seour1Il8
and recordiI18 data obtained from the families studied.
This questionnaire covered the following points :
general data;
attainments;

(2)
(4)

(1)

economic status; (3) educational
occupational persuits; (5) recreation-

al activities; (6) health and sanitation;

(7) educa-

tional interests; and (8) difficult problems of the
adults .
The interviewing was conducted by the
author and six members of the high school classes
of Arp Colored High School.

A parent or each of the

families was interviewed in the home .

After such

interviews the author selected certain families for
further investigation.

These were families for whom

the primary interview did not yeild sufficient data.
There were sixteen such families .

These fur ther in-

vestigations were made to verify and to i mplement
the data given by the pa.rents .

This fur ther i nvesti ga-

tion was conducted through connnunity inform.ants. 'Ihese
inform.ants gave information cheifly concer ning the
status of the families , thus , the r el iability of the
ans.vars given by the families was i ncreased.
~ See Appendix A.
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The time required to complete the interview
varied with respect to the (lJ time available on the
part of the parent or informant , (2) the time necessary
to establish rapport and (3) the ability of the informant or parent to verbalize .

Some interviews could

be completed in twenty minutes and others lasted one
hour .
The author classified and analyzed the data
secured by the questionnaire and the interviews.

The

author was aided in the study of these families by
the fact of intimacy with the colmll.unity studied ; the
author we.s born in Smith County and worked in the
school system for twenty years.

Being aware of her

possibilities of disclosing private inf'ormation of
the subjects studied, their names, addresses , and
telephone numbers were omitted.
A master tabulation sheet was formed and
each questionnaire was carefully checked and recorded.
Provisions were set up for twelve tables to be used
in classifying, and analyzing and interpreting the
findings.

They were:

homes studied;

(1) age of children in the

(2) th~ siz e of families; (3) element-

ary school training of adults;

college training of adults;

(4) high school and

(5) leisure- time activi-

ties preferred by the adults; {6) source of food
supply;
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(?) occupational employment of the adults;

annual income per family;

(8)

(9) property owned by

the families; (10) annual. money saved per family;
(11) choice of units; and (12} difficult problems of
adults.
This analysis of the Arp school comm.unity
proved halpful inrormation in determining the nature
ot the proposed adult education program for the Arp
Colored School .

~his program, designed tor the adults

of the A:rp School District , may prove satisfactory

ror adults in other communities, provided that,
similar needs and oiroumstances e:x:ist .
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Chapter IV
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

Adult education is concerned With
problems of personal living, home and family life in
a changing social order.

If this definition is

accepted the field of adult education may be understood to include all education designed to make
adults able to solve such problems now, and in the
t'uture.
The type of program to be presented in
a given oommuni ty can be determined by several

factors, among which are :

(1) the f'undam.enta.l needs

for improved qualitr of home life; (2) the interest
of the adults enrolled; (3) the availability of help
from other services; (4) the type of instruction
received in the past; (5) the length of time to be
covered by the present program; (6) the prepar ation
of the teacher ; and(?) the social and economic status
of the group .
It was found that 100 per cent of the
persons surveyed were American Negroes , eighty- five
per cent were married and living with their families ,
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ten per cent were separated and in broken homes
where either the mother , father or both are dead.
It was discovered that eighty- eight per

cent of the married couples had children living in
'l'h irty- six per oent of the families pro-

the homes .

vided for other adult relatives in the homes with the
families .

Twelve and one- half per cent of these

adults were grandmothers, sixteen and one- fourth per
cent were mother-in- laws, and sixteen per oent were
rather- in- laws .

Brothers , sisters , aunts , uncles ,

cousins , and friends accounted for the other forty

per cent of this group .
Table 2 . --AGE OF CfilLD.ttEN IN HOMES SUR.VEYED.

Male

Female

Total

Per Cent

Under 3

28

43

?l

9. 1

3 to 5

47

59

106

13. 5

181

169

350

44 . 4

13 to 18

149

1 09

258'

33

Total

405

390

?85

Age in years

6 to

12

100 . 00

Tb.ere were ?85 children in these two
hundred thirty- seven homes contacted.

The number

children of various ages is shown in Table 2 .

or

Thi s
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table shows that the greatest nllI!'lber of the children
were between the ages of six and twelve years .

There

were more boys than girls in the group , but there
were more girls under five years than boys.

The ques-

tion of sex is important because it can determine the
edu~ational interest of the parents.
Table 3 .--SIZE OF FllITUES
Number of families

Size

Per Cent

under 3

40

15 . 9

3 to 5

98

41 . 3

8

to

46

19 . 4

9

to 11

33

14

8

12 and above

20

8. 4

Total

237

100. 00

The size of the families 1s shown in
Table 3.

There were more people in the smaller famil-

ies than in the larger family groups .

There are forty-

one per cent of aJ.l the families in family groups
whose size range from three to five , and yet, there are
twenty family groups with twelve or more members in
them.

The size of the family is a determining factor

in the needs of the family because :

(1) the economic

needs of larger families are greater than those of
smaller families; and (2) the planning of the contents
of the units for the larger family groups is different

to that for smaller family groups.

For example, a

unit in homemaking on simple one dish meals for smaller

families, would not have the same value with larger
family gr~ups .

'l 'here are 3'70 ~dults in the 237 famil-

ies included in this survey.

*Table 4 .--SCHOOL TRAINrNG OF THE ADULTS

Number ot persons

Per Cent

0

23

16. 9

l

6

1. 6

2

45·

12.1

3

46

12. 5

4

43

ll.6

5

36

9. '1

6

20

5. 4

'7

15

4. 1

8

21

s. '1

255

68. 9

Elementary Grades

Total

*Table 4 has been figured on the basis of the
total number of adults in the survey.
It is interesting t o no t e that in Table
4, six and four -tenths per cent of the adults had had
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no training in the elelllentary school , while twentysix and two-tenths per oent had training between the
first and third grades .

Thirty and nine- tenths per

cent or the group were between the third and seventh

grade, and only five and seven- tenths of the aduits
were rated as eight grade students .

The total number

ot persons in the elementary grade grotll) were 255 , or

sixty- eight and nine- tenths per cent of the total
adult group.

This was significant in that it showed

that most of the adults were on the elementary level .
They vrere not prepared to do technical wo:rk, and have
greater needs for advance trai1;Ung than persons with

a

high

school or college education·. ·
Thirty- one and one- tenth per cent ot the

group had entered high school, but only fifteen and
one-half per cent completed the high- school grades .
Recent estimates of the United States Office of EducationY concerning the amount of education possessed by
persons now twenty- one years of age and over , indicate
that 68 per cent of these citizens have no high- school
training at all ; and only 14 per cent have a highschool education or better .

Therefore , the group

would compare normall y with the average set for the

!J

Prepared by Emery M. Foster , Chief, Division of
statistics , United states Office of Education, and
issued as a mimeographed bullet in.
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nation as a whole .

Of the twelve and one- half per

cent entering college , only one and nine- tenths per
cent graduated; five persons have attended graduate
school, but none of them hold the master's degree .
This is a relatively low number when compared by the
estimate made by Reeder.

y

He states:

The decrease in the elementary
school and the Junior high school may
and should be offset in the senior high
school and college by a long retention
of pupils in the upper years . Eventually
all or nearly all pupils who enter our
schools should complete at least fourteen years and either be prepared to
enter a vocation or continue preparation to,vard one of the professions.
It was discovered that less than one
per cent of these adults had studied home economics ,
or vocational agriculture; none of them had studied
industrial arts , and only eleven per cent had been
enrolled in adult education classes .
A veteran school in agriculture had been
in operation in the school building after school
hours, and about ten per cent of the adults had attended this school .

The East Texas Industrial Col lege

for Veterans is located in Arp , Texas, and has been
in continued operation for the past four years.

y

Reeder Ward G. ~ Fundamentals .Qt Public School
Administration. P• 4.
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*Table 5.--HIGH SCHOOL AND COLLEGE 'IRJ..INING OF ADULTS.
Year

Type

High School

College

Graduate School

Number of Per Cent
Adults

1

18

5

2

21

6.?

3

19

6

4

ll

3

1

16

4. 3

2

11

3

3

7

1. 9

4

7

1. 9

l

5

1.3

115

31. l

'l'otal

*Table 5 was constructed on the basis of the total
number of adults in the survey.
The same group of veterans with few
exceptions attend this school .

Courses in mechanics,

welding and electricity are offered.
A small per cent of the women have
attended home nursing and practical nursing classes
offered by the various Negro clinics and the snith
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County Health Department of Tyler, Texas.

AJ.l of these

classes were below the college level.
The number of children in families and the
previous training of the parents suggest the need for
additional educational servioes to assist with the
solution of the problems of social and economic ohanges
which affect home and family life, and parenthood.

In

the beginning the adult education movement was limited
to vooational guidano0-to attempt at assisting the
the individual in choosing a vocation, in preparing for

it, and in securing employment.

Healization soon came,

however , that the individual needs guidance in many
other ways as well as the vocational sphere.

It was

realized that the vocational needs of the individual
are related to his school needs, his health needs, his
leisure needs, his moral needs , and his numerous other
needs.
Less than three per cent of the families
had completely read a book during the year.

About

twelve per cent read the local daily paper.

one per

cent read a Negro weekly newspaper and about one per
cent of the group purchased some daily paper from the
newsstand and read it once each week.

Twenty per cent

of the families read, on the average, one magazine per
month, fifteen per cent read two magazines, and ten
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ten per cent read from three to five magazines monthly.
Fifty-five per cent of the group read no magazines.
Some magazines read were: (1) Progressive l!'armer; (2)
Ebony ; (3) True story ; (4)

~

.ttomance; (5) Farmer's

Stockman; (6) Life ; (7) True Detectives; (8) Color;
(9) ~ ; (10) Comics ; (11) Pathfinders; and (12)
Capper's .!farmer. In spite of the fact that there is

available for Negroes a public library in Smith county,
no books had been secured from this place during the
past year.
Fifty-nine and one-tenth per cent of the
adults preferred to spend leisure time traveling,
while another forty- tour to fifty- two per cent desired
to t'isit , read , play games out- of- doors and entertain.
Thirty-one per cent of these adults preferred movies ,
while less than three per cent liked walking, indoor
games, reading books , hobbies and dancing.

In planning

activities for the adult group this information should
prove valuable.

The worthy use of leisure time can

become a guiding principle for the group.

i.eisure time

spent in a worthwhile hobby can increase the family
income as well as promote interlectual training.
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Table 6.--LEISURE-TIME ACTIVITIES PREFERRED BY ADULTS
Types of activities

Number of families

Movies
Reading books

Per cent

115

31.3

10

2. 7

Reading papers

181

49

Visiting

195

52 . 7

Dancing

12

3. 2

219

59 . l

7

1. a

169

45.6

Traveling
Games (indoor)
Games (ourdoor)

4

Walking
Pionicing
Entertaining
Hobbies

l

28

7. 5

164

44o3

~

.3

Of the 237 families , two hundred thirty-one
preferred radio musical programs , while two hundred
nineteen selected speaking and news, and thirty-seven
selected quiz programs.

There were sixty- seven who

selected ball games , especially those with Negro
players , and forty- one desired a.rama and stories .
This implies that the adults are interested in the
current news, music, and sports.

These are activ-

ities that could be utilized in an adult education
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program.

Table 7.--SOURCE OF FOOD St.JF.PLY
Source of food

Kinds

Number

of
Families
197

Garden

Fresh Vegetables

cow

Milk and Butter

Hog

Meat and Lard

15'1

Chickens

Meat and Eggs

211

Truck Farms

Canned and Stored
Vegetables

156

Orchards

Fresh and Canned Fruit

178

96

It is interesting to note from Table 7
that about eighty-three per cent of the families
have gB.l"dens, while sixty- six per cent bave t r uck
f'ai-ms :from whioh food is canned and stored •

grown by thirty- six per cent of the families .

.tiogs were

over

forty- eight per cent of the group have some kind of
fruit trees or orchards and have access to fresh and
canned fruits .

Eighty- eight per cent of the families

have chickens and produce a paxt of all the eggs
needed to supply the home , and forty per cent of the
families surveyed are milking cows and producing
butter for home use .
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Table 8 reveals a wide distribution ot
employment and indicates that more adults were
employed as farmers , nursery- workers , maids , and
oooks than any or the other occupations .

~oreover,

only a small per cent or the adults are engaged as

nurses, ministers and seamstresses.

This is not an

unusual happening because this is a farming section,
and those who are not selr employed are employed by
the white and Negro farmers , and the Arp nursery •

Table a . --OCCUPATIOUAL E1iPLOTh1ENI' OF ADULTS.

Number of
Occupation

Families

Per Cent

Farmers

107

28. 9

Maids and yard boys

Public work (streets,
roads, e.nd etc . )
Cooks
Beauticians
Nursery workers
Carpenters

27
?

1. 9

49

13. 2

5

89
6

Service Station
Helpers

11

Laundry worker

12

Janitors

6

Cleaners

9

Nursing small
children

9

24 .

1. 6

2. 4

,

'

I •

.
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Table a . --OCUPATIONAL EMPLOYMENT OF ADULTS.--continued.
Occupation

Number of families

Per Cent

Seamstresses

4

1. 1

Ministers

5

1. 3

11

3. 1

Practical Nursing

4

1. 1

Other odd jobs

8

2. 2

Total

23?

·1 •eaohers

100. 00

IAlring recent years--probably as a result
of the larg e amount of unemployment and the crises
to millions of persons created by this unemployment
_there ha s been a renewed interest in adult education.

This renewed interest has been evidenced in

such ways as the establishment of local employment
agencies, and by the much emphasis upon adult education.

The adult who is employed as a farmer or

nursery hand is usually receiving the lowest wages in
his comm.unity.

These workers are unskilled and there

is little or no possibility for promotion.

Some

guide.nee may be given through group instruction and
try out courses , or even in life career classes .

'.rhe

adult with a large family cannot depend upon the one-
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crop system of fanning to meet the financial needs
of his home.

The rapid change in econom.1o conditions
in this area affected the income . The oii industry ·
'
which
at one time raised the standard of living is
being gradually replaced by farming .

Methods of

production and distribution, fluctuation in income
and money values, increased ava1l ab1lit7 of a wide

variety or commodities since the war, and lack of
standardization of quality in these commodities make

it necessary to provide consumer education for the
adults.

Table 9.--ANNUAL INCOME PER FAMILY.
Income levels

Num.be;c Of Families

Per Cent

$500- ~1000

16

6. '7

$1000- ~1500

19

8

~500- ~000

32

13. 5

$2000- $2500

51

21. 5

i2500- ~000

43

18. 2

$3000-i3500

21

8.8

~500- i4000

11

4. 6

f4000- f4500

19

8

$4500- $5000

10

4.3

15

6. 4

237

100.0

$5000 and

above

Total

The range of income according to Table
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9 was from 500 dollars to 5 , 000 dollars and above.
About 50 per cent of these families were below
the 2,500 dollar income level, while only six and
tour-tenths per cent had an income above 5, 000
dollars , leaving 44 per cent with incomes from
three to 5,000 dollars.

Fourteen and seven- tenths

per cent of these people are below the 1 , 500 dollar
level, and are in immediate need of finance .

1hey

are unskilled and 11ve in houses furnished by the
Arp Nursery Company .

These houses have two and

three rooms , a flat roor and no porches .

11he rent

is the same as that paid by other f8lllil1es living

in modern five and six room houses.

It these adults

ooul.d attend an adult education class where instruction in plant life , plant classification and shrubs
is given they could learn more about working with

plants .

'! 'hey could apply tor higher positions be-

cause of the skill developed.

Skilled laborers

receive a l;tlgher salary and are better able to
meet their economic responsibilities .

Therefore ,

adult education can help to solve this economic
problem.
Table 10 reveals that 159 of these families
own their own houses , but only 109 owned both t he
house and land.

ihese families find it necessary
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to lease plots of land for both house and garden.
Those families renting from the Arp Nursery are
f'urnished small garden plots with the houses .
Eighty-seven families own cars , but only 84 o:r
these cars are driven by the heads or the families .
All members of the families use the same car and
23 families in the group have farm trucks to be
used on the farm.
Table 10. --PROPERTY OWNED BY TEE FAMILIES
Number of Families

Kinds

Per Cent

Houses

159

43

House and lots

109

29 . 4

Farms

107

27. 9

cars

87

23 . 7

Trucks

23

6. 2

*.lhis

t able was figured on the basis of the
total number of families in the survey •
1

Ten per cent

or

.

the families according

to Table 11 had small savings; about seven per cent
had savings above one thousand dollars and two per
cent had savings above twenty five hundred dollars .

A total of eighteen and nine tenths per oent made
an attempt to establish a saving account .

Ot the

237 families , only 45 had saving accounts .

This
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would be considered a normal number of families
with saving accounts, but the sums saved is below
the normal .

Five of the families planned for

savings and followed a budget .
Table 11.--ANNUAL MONEY SAVED BR FAMILY
Levels of savings
500- filOOO

No . of
Families
a4

Per Cent

10. 1

$1000- ilSOO

?

3

$1500- $2000

3

1. 2

$2000-$2500

6

2. 5

$2500-'3000

5

2. 1

45

18. 9

Total

Section seven of the questionnaire obtained
int'ormation which might be used in selecting uni ts
to meet the needs and interests of the group .

Here

the adults were expected to check units of instruction based upon their problems .

'l!hese selections

were to be considered valuable in the planning program.

Since adult education is a voluntary movement

in the educational program, persons interested will

need to exert some influence in order to bring
others to the classes who need the information , but
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who have not bothered to attend.

Thererore, each

family was asked to check the units they felt would

be of interest to their neighbors.

1'his answer

1

was almost identical with those of their own choice.
Table 12 .--ADULT CHOICE OF UNITS
No . of
Units

studying every day
household problems
Planning nutritional low
oost m.ea.ls

Planning simple one
dish m.eals

lJald.ng new clothes from
old ones

Learning to spend wisely

Families

Per Cent

231
2ll

89

96

40. 5

48

20. 6

218

92

Arranging home :furnishings

96

40.5

Managing the time in order
to save

85

35 . 8

Caring for sick in the home

89

3?. 5

Selecting suitable crops

121

51

158

66. 6

Family relations

221

93. 2

Selecting and caring for
poultry

194

81. 8

Livestock and livestock
products

40

16.8

and seed ror the rarm

step cutting and odd
car'.l)enter jobs

Table.12. --ADULT CHOICE OF UNITS - Continued.
0

No . or

Units

Modern farm practices

Families

Per cent

39

16. 4

Simple garment construction e.nd mending

216

Ho.me canning and
preserving

230

97

Increasing the family
inoome

204

86

Reading

121

51

Recreational activities
tor the family

?9

Decorative sewing and needle
work
118

50

Flowers and shrubs

1?9

'75. 9

Music

218

92

204

86

Home nursing and child

care

Table 12 shows that 9? and tour- tenths

per cent

or

the fanrl.lies sought solutions for house-

hold problems, 92 per cent desired to study budgeting the family income, 89 per cent were interested

in nutritional low cost meals , and 93 and two- tenths
per cent wanted to study units on family relations .

There were 66 and six- tenths per cent of the families interested in carpentry jobs, 9? per cent were
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interested in canning and preserving food, 86 per
cent wanted to increase the family income and about
37 and five-tenths per cent wanted to learn how
to care for the sick in the home.

The farmers were

interested in livestock, poultry, growing crops,
and farm praotioes .

These f armers had grown cotton

and tomatoes as the only large-scale cash crops
produced .

The cut in cotton acreage by the govern-

ment , and the fluctuation in t he market price of the
tomatoes, had caused the farmers to seek other cash
crops so as to maintain his economic status.

The

families working in the nursery were especially
interested in plants and shrubs.

A knowledge of

both plants and shrubs are essential to a promotion of the nursery worker, and this promotion will
mean a higher salary.

There was a marked interest

in reading, sewing, needlework, mending, music,
household furnishings , home nursing and child care.
It was interesting to note that from
Table 13 ninety-two per cent of the families had
recognized a need for budgeting the family income,
ninety- seven and four-tenths per cent had difficulties in purchasing and eighty-nine per cent were
experiencing difficulties in food preparation.
Ninety-three and two-tenths per cent were having

some difficulties with problems
tions and gardening.

or
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family rela-

Between fifty and seventy

five per cent of the families had recognized diffi-

culties with such problems as: (1) carpentry; (2)
care of livestock; (3} selecting seed for planting;
(4) understanding plant groups and shrubs; end
(5) selecting and raising poultry .

An objectively

formulated adult education p~ogram could aid in
solving these problems .

The adults realize that

these problems exist and are pointing them out that
they may be helped with them.
Table 13. --DIFFICULT PROBLEMS OF THE ADULTS.
Kind of problems

No . of
Families

Per Cent

Planning the family
budget

218

92

Purchasing

231

9?. 4

Preparation of food

211

89

Family rtelations

221

93. 2

Home nursing

204

86

Child care and guidance

204

86

Gardening

221

93. 2

carpentry

158

66. 6

?9

33. 3

Care of livestock
Selecting seed for
planting

121

51

60

Kind of problems

Selecting and raising
poultry
Understanding plants
and shrubs

No.

of

Families

Per cant

174

?2 . 8

l?S

In order to see if their waB a relation
between the units selected, the problems pointed
out and the prevailing condition in the home a
section of the questionnaire was given to health
and sanitation, home appliance and farm tool, and

modern re.rm practices now in use.

One hundred

fifty-nine families used electricity , but only

eight had running water , six had water toilets and
eight had electric washing machines .

One hundred

forty-nine families used electric irons , seven had
electric sweepers , forty- five had electric fans,

twenty-eight had electric minrs and two had electric ironers .

Forty- six homes were using gas, and

one hundred fifty- seven cooked on electric or oil
stoves.

'x here were five rural homes with electric

well pumps .

In one hundred sixty- four f8lllilies

cooking and canning were done with pressure cookers,
but only forty- seven of these families had sealers ,
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and three families had food lookers .
Less than twenty-seven per cent of the
families had lockers or closets for storing clothes .
·ten per cent of the homes surveyed had pit toilets
and about eighty per cent of the homes were screened.
There was only one screened toilet.
The condition in the home was far from
being satisfactory as is shown by: (l) forty- six
homes were Without screens; (2) two hundred six
were using surface toilets ; and (3) only one of

these toilets was screened.

One hundred seventy-

six of these families provided little or no plaoe
in the home for storing clothing.

In planning the

areas to be used in an adult education class these
facts should serve as a basis of selection.

Parents

and other members of the adult group oould be
taught through visual- aid, discussion and home projects, that these low standards of living are aids
to the spread of disease.
The writer assumed that after developing satisfactory objectives an adult education olass
should be organized.

These objectives should be based

upon the needs of the group.

Health is one of these

needs and somewhere in the objectives this should
be considered.
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As has• been pointed out elsewhere in this
chapter there were twenty three farm trucks in the
comm.unity.

There were also three tractors, two

pig feeders, five brood~r houses and fifty two
well constructed poultry houses .

There were only

five hog houses and twenty three hog pastures.
Fifty-three of the one hundred seven rarms were
terraced.

Four of the farms had fish ponds and two

farmers had done some trapping on a small scale.
About fifteen per cent of the farms had barns which
provided adequate space for storing feed and tools
with additional space for housing and taking care
of livestock.

Despite the fact that vast areas

have been given over to the growing of feed crops
and more than forty families boasted of their livestock production, not one family had a silo.
This should offer suggestions for experiences in vocational agriculture, carpentry, and
shop or industrial arts .

Machinery have revolution-

ized farming techniques.

!nanual power with the

aid of such domestic animals as mules, horses and
oxens is being augmented steadily by the availability
of steam, electricity and gasoline .
greater productivity.

This results in
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Lf the schools are to perform effectively

its function in perpetuating and improving our
demooraoy, those in charge of our schools must
constantly plan in this direction.

It is safe to

say that a major purpose of this study is to present
a plan for an adult education program which will
enable a large segment of the citizens of Arp
Colored School community to improve in their dayby-day living with one another.
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Chapter V

THE PROPOSED PROGRAM
Introduction
The purpose of the adult education program.

is the education of the adult for lite in a confused
and changing social order.

This suggests the need of

a guiding principle for adult education.

such a

prindiple exists in the ideals of democracy.

Democ-

racy has as its social aim the common good of the
group, coordinated with emphasis upon the worth ot
the constant improvement of group lite, of society

and its institutions .

A democratic society, be it a

community or a nation, is a way of life which has tor

its ailna the continuous improvement of the life of the
group, the continuous discovery or higher values, improved institutions, and the continuously emerging and
improving ror better living.

It is the roie of the

school to instill the principles of democracy in the
minds of its students.
There has been a new recognition of the fact

that education is a continual. process .

This recogni-

tion has been accompanied by increased opportunities
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tor adult education which seems to be designed to take
its place by the side or the public school.

Many

areas

of education have contributions to make to the education of adults.

~'Ullds have been provided for use in

adult education under the supervision of the public
school, and there is an indication that the amount

tor such use will be increased as the va~ues of the
program are demonstraved.
'l 'he needs of Arp School Community are probably unique with respect to the composition of its
population, their interest. and the things Which instiga~e them.

Therefore 1 any program conceived for its

benefit must take into consideration these factors.
~he techniques employed in determining the objectives

ot the program of adult education in this comm.unity
consist of, in the main, securing from the adults themselves some expression of what they considered as their
needs.

In addition, statements of purpose as con-

ceived by a few of those in the field of adult education have served as a basis in the construction of this
program, especially in determining the purposes and
content of the program.

For example, the following

suggests the basis of choice by adults:

(1) food and

nutrition; (2) clothing for the tamily; (3) increasing
the economic security of the family; (4) budgeting;
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(5) vocati onal efficiency; (6) family relat i ons {7)
h ome nursi ll8 ; and (8 ) child oare and training.
Adul t s tend to be more selective t han
adolescents in what they learn, discarding
whatever seems to them valuel ess and accepting that Which accorQing to their e~eriences appear to be useful . They tend also
to be intl uenced more by the need for
immediacy of use than do adolescents , and
to be less interested in learning r· qr the
mere sake of increasing knowledge . :kl

To s ome t here may seem to be several adult
eudoation movement s at the present time rather than
one lru.-ge adult education movement, but a study

or

the

goals of the ntll!lerous agencies concerned with adult
education and their similarity in purpose, method, and
scope is suffi cient to convince even the most skeptical
t hat t here is an adult educati on movement, and that it
should be an organize d type.

The program should be

designed pri marily for individuals beyond regulax
sohool age , for securing continual adjustment to
changi ng social a nd eoonomio conditions in contempo-

rary life .
Objectives

In any well-organized procedure for directing the learning of adults , olear- out, fully accepted

!/

United States Department Of The Interi or, Office
or Education. HomemakiM Education Program For
Adults . P • 4 .
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objeotives are considered essential to progress.

~e

specific objectives toward which to work tend to giv·e
people the feeling or solidarity and direction that
results from being embarked in a common enterprise.
Individuals who work toward objectives possess definite
advantages: purposeful education, avoidance of rambling
efforts, rapid progress in learning, and achievements
easily noted.
The concept that learning talces place most
effectively when the purpose is self-determined and
self-directed is highly important in the education of
adults.

The adult education program should have the

following functions:

(1) to fill the gap which has

been left by other levels of education; (2) to maintain and direct the worthwhile knowledge, skills, ideals,
and

attitudes that have been previously developed; (3)

to keep the adult informed with the latest developments
in the area of their greatest needs and interests; (4)
to deal vrlth matters of importance to society, but or
such a nature that they cannot be adequately cared for
with a mixed group of adults, youths, and children;
and (5)

to give adults a basis for mutual understanding.

Specific objectives
The adults of the Arp School community chose
the following areas of education tor the adult educa-
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t1on program:

(l) roods; (2) clothing; (3) family

relations; (4) vocational efficiency; (5) health and
recreation; and (6) child development .

In the light

ot these choices the following objectives have been
set up:
1.

To understand and appreciate the

value ot a happy home and family lite.
2.

To prepare tor a vocation.

3.

To widen the scope of interest .

4.

To increase vocational

5.

'l'O

develop skill in budget making.

6.

To

recognize the sort or guidance parents

profioienoy.

need to give their children.

7.

To promote proper health habits and

sanitation.

s.

To raise the standard of home life.

9.

To

provide wholesome recreational

activities.
10.

To oan, preserve and prepare whole-

some tood for the family •·

11.

To select suitable clothing tor each

member of the family, considering all the factors that
go to make for suitability.
Experiences~ activities
The objectives of the program have been given
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in the foregoing discussion.

Next., we shall conside.r

the question or how these objectives oan be obtained.
The writer assumes that learlling takes place through

the experiences which the learner has; that is,
through the reactions he makes to the situation in
which he is placed.

Hence , the means or adult educa-

tion are the educational experiences that are had by
adults.

Learning experiences, in this study, is not

the same as content with which the adult deals nor
the activities performed by the teacher.

It refers to

the reaction between the adult and the external forces
in the situation to which he reacts.

In short, it is

broader than mere content.
Pollard Yadvooated the following areas tor
adult education: (l) home made more livable; (2) family
relations; (3) foods;
and (6) health.

(4) clothing;

(5) management;

Reeve~suggested the following areas:

(l) formal education;

(2)

increasing civic effective-

ness; (3) home and family relations; (4) health and
satety; (5) opportunity for cultural and appreciational

development; (6) recreation and self-expression; (7J

y
~

Pollard, 1.,. Helle, Ad.ult Education '!.!!L Homemakina.
p. 11.
Reeves F. w., Fansler, T. and Houle ., C. o., Adult
Education. Pp. 97-110.
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consumer education; and (8) vocational ef.ficiency.

(1) food and

This study reveals a need for:

nutrition;

(2) family relations; (3) clothing; (4 )

budgeting and management;

(5) health

and

recreation;

(6) homes ma.de more livable; (7) home canning and pre-

serving;

(8) farming;

(9) poultry and livestock;

(10) plants and shrubs.
The following activities are proposed to
fulfill the above needs :
Foods
l.

Have them list the foods that should be

included in each day's meal for a week.

Show how a

lack of some of these foods may affect the health or
the :family.
2.

Investigate the distribution or the

daily food requirements, and plan three meals for a
day.

Have them determine whether these meals are

within the income level or the family.
3.

Teach them to plan a school lunch for

school-age children and to compare this lunch with
some of those proposed by authorities in the field.
4.

Have them list causes for poor appetite .

Make a special study of oolor in food in order to
determine the relation of color to every day diet and
family meals.
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5.

Teach them to plan meals suitable to

family requirements.

6.

Teach them to plan emergency shelves

tor the home ld.tchen.
7.

Have them make a comparison or foods pre-

pared by various factories by studying the labels on
packages .

a.

Have them to become acquainted with

some of the most reputable brands of roods by study1D8 their products.
9.

Teach them to determine by weight and

color, fresh fruits and vegetables.

Have them list

the "donts" for marketing.
10.

Teach them to make containers tor stor-

ing toad in the home kitchens.

11.
tor home use.

Have them demonstrate table services
Give them opportunity to select types

of napkins and table linen for home use.

Have them

show how these articles can be made cheaply and yet
maintain attractiveness .
12.

Teach them how to make an inventory of

the kitchen utensils and glasswai-e to determine the
immediate needs of a kitchen.
13.

Teach them to practice a variety of

schemes tor table decorations.

14.

Have them to plan a standard of food

etiquettes and habits for the home.
15.

Have them plan a variety ot types of

table services for every day use.

Teach them to serve

buffet-style meals as a means ot recreation for the
housewife.
16.

Teaoh them the basic food groups and

the use of eaoh in solving food problems.

Have them

plan a grocery list with this in mind.
17.

Have them plan a well-baJ.anced meal

from home grown and home preserved foods .
18.

Have them prepare foods showing how

the nutritive value of foods is e.tteoted by the

marketing and cooking processes.
19.

Provide them with newer knowled8e ot

nutrition to build a better race, a stronger family

with greater average resistance to disease, longer
life, and increased mental power.
20.

Have them prepare meals based upon the

material received in the study or roods.

Family Relations
1.

Have them list the community organizations

and the plans whioh these organizations have in improving the lives of the members of the oo.IIDlluni tr•

2.

Have them. point to the specific changes
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in t h e community with regard to employment, marketing,
communication, living standards, education, and the
growth of industry.
3.

Give them opportunities to study the

effects of each or these on home and family life.

4.

Have them understand what a program

'
for the
oo:mmunity recreational activities consist ot.

5.

Provide them with experiences to pro-

mote wholesome family relations.
6.

Have them dramatize a desirable conversa-

tion tor the adults of the family in the presence of
the children which will prevent problems of childdevelopment.
7.

Teach them the value ot better housing

as a possible means of decreasing juvenile deliquency,
reducing accidental deaths and preventing numer ous
fires.
Clothing

1.

Have them to renovate and remake cloth-

ing as a means to thrift and resourcefulness.
2.

Teach them to consider the scarcity of

materials, the expense and poor construction of readyto-wear garments as factors in the ' selection, construction and care of clothing.
3. Provide them w1 th experiences in the wise
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choice of clothing.
4.

Teach them that good impressions ere

created by well cared for clothing and shoes .
5.

Have them plan family wardrobes at

varied income levels.
6.

'1 each them creative work in the oon1

struction of apparels and accessories for individuals'
and home.
7.

Have them understand the best laundering

possibilities of specific textiles and the proper way
to remove stains and spots.

a.

Have them arrange a desirable storage

area for clothing in the home.
9.

Provide them with experiences to give

them training as grown- ups in being active , graceful,
well-groomed, smartly dressed, and gracious individuals .
10.

Teach them the value of selecting cloth-

ing for the promotion of health and recreation.
Budgeting and Management
1.

Teach them to budget the use of time

in order to save both time and energy.
2.

Have them to plan and discuss the sub-

ject, "Home Ownership Verses Renting. "
3.

Have them to examine their housing condi-

tion to find out how they effect their health, emotional
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and social development .
4.

Provide them With experiences for select-

ing projects for improving their homes by making the

best of what they have.
5.

Have them plan a budget tor expenditure,

tor food, clothing and the general upkeep of the home

ror two weeks.

Teach them to divide the income for

food , clothing, recreation, education and security.
6.

'.l>rovide experiences in purchasing for

the home and family .
?•

'J.'e ach the value of selecting materials

in the basio pr1c1ples of purchasing.
health and ~eoreation

1.

~each ways of preventing and coping

vnth accidents and ordinary sickness and emergencies in
the home .
2.

'J.'each them to improve home equipment to

oare for the sick in the family .
in prepar3 . Provide them vii th experiences
i ng rooms and beds for sick patients in the home.
food for
4 . Teach them to plan and prepare
the sick, the convalescents , and the infant.
5. Provide them with experiences in improvth
ing hobbies and recreational act ivities to enrich
e
lives and leisure of the family.
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Housing and Home l!'ur.ni shing
l.

Have them to understand the place of

color and design in the selection, arrangement and
renovat i on ot the home and home :furnishings.
2.

Have them plan the construction of

s imple articl es for home use .
3.

Provide them with experiences in finish-

ing floors and other woodwork in the home.

4.

Have t hem survey the home to determine

n eeds tor wood fasteners and simple jobs.
5.

Teaoh them to provide more storage space

in the home for both food and clothing.
6.
s t atuary.

Teach them to appreciat e pictures and

Have them learn how to arrange pictures

s uitable t o certain types of rooms and certain spaces
within t he rooms.
Home Canning and Preserving
1.

Have them plan the amount of canned rood

needed by the family.
2.

Teach them ways or preserving foods .

3.

Provide them with experiences in select-

ing containers suitable for various types of f ood
preservation.
4 . Teach them to plan a program for growing
r oods suitable for canning and pr eserving.

Faxming
l.

Provide practices to increase income by

2.

Point out inventions which have helped

farming.

the raxmer increase his production.
3 •.

Teach crop selection suitable tor condi-

4.

Teach them how to plan a farming program.

5.

Develop the idea that to understand any

tions.

occupation, including the problems which the worker

faoes, one must understand:

the services rendered by

the worker to others; what the worker is required to

do; the advantages and disadvantages of the occupation;
and the financial reward in terms of net income and

personal qualities of the worker.

Provide a program

of occupations with experiences to demonstrate these
facts.
6.

Have them to select and test seeds to be

planted in the garden or on the farm.

?.

Provide experiences which deal with the

problem of soil erosion or loss of soil fertility.

s.

Teach them how to control insect pests.

9.

Provide experiences for selection of

modern farm practices for use in improving farm techniques.
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10.

Have them secure farm newspapers and

magazines and teach them the value of such publications .
11.

Teach them the value of organizing their

efforts into some type of farmer's cooperative.
12.

Provide experiences in the use of

different types of tools.
13.

Teach them the value or selectill8 the

proper type of fertilizer .
14.

Teach them the value of a year- round

farming program.
Poultry and Livestock
l.

Provide them with experiences in select-

ing livestock suitable to the needs of the farmers.

2.

Provide them with experiences in planning

a cooperative livestock program.
3.

Teach them the type of' improvements

that a farmer can make in his poultry house.
4.

Have them to keep record of the egg

production of their flock for the period of one week,
and plan a program to improve this egg production.
5.

Experiences in j udging the wei ght of

birds and how to compare these j udgments with actual
weight of the birds.
6. Teach them the health characteristics
of poultry.
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7.

Provide experienoes in selecting

poultry for egg production, and tor meat.
Plants and Shrubs
1.

'! 'each them the art or beautifying the

home with plants e.nd native shrubs.
2.

'.!.'each them to classify the native

shrubs tound in this connnuni ty.
3.

Provide them With experiences in

selecting and planting commercial shrubs. .

4.

Teach them how to care for various

types of shrubs commonly found in Texas.

5.

Provide them with experiences for

making floV1er beds and boxes.

6.

'.L'each them the art of cutting and

pruning plants and shrubs.

7.

Provide experiences in the use of

different types of fertilizer with different types of
plants .
Organization
The adult education program of the Arp
Colored School will be organized in classes designed
to meet the needs of the group .

Classes will be

organized in the areas of' homemaking, agriculture, and
industrial arts .

The areas will be di vided into

specific units, and these units will be short and
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de:fin1 te.

No unit will be scheduled for more than

ten to twelve sessions.

The sessions will last from

two to tv,o and one-half hours .

All classroom work

will be done in the school building, in rooms best suited for the work.

In the very beginning a publicity program
will be launched.

'.L'he essentials of this program

are . given in the following:
A broader design in education for adults

can be obtained through the ability, the resourcefulness, the readiness and the determination of the
administration to forge ahead in educational planning.
Education for adults should be made attractive to
all groups or people.

Local promoters and organizers

ot educational programs find a thorough acquaintance
with the col!DD.unity•s characteristics essential .

From

four to five weeks before the beginning of activities ,
promotional work should be launched.

Continuous

systematic publicity to interest the adults through
the duration of the program is desirable .
Some of the means of publicit y are :
(a) Newspapers
Church bulletins
School publications
Cozmnunity meetings
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(b) Announcements
Local radio broadoasts
Organized school assooiations (P. T. A. and Mother's
Clubs)

I ndustrial and distributive
ocoupational groups
(o) Exhibits

Desirable display windows
Bulletin boards
Festival oooasions
(d} Circulars
Mimeographed and printed
information
Letters
Conferences
The publicity should give the following
information:

(l) opening date of the school;

(2) date

of registration;

(3) place of registration;

courses offered;

(5) unit combinations possible:

(6) length of class period;
c1ass.es;

(4)

(7) time and place of

and (8) the maximum number to be admitted

in the classes at one time.

What courses should be

studied first will be based upon the immediate needs
of the group enrolled.

A meeting will be held to de-

termine this.

In an adult education olass both men

and women are to be considered in each group.

Pollard

states:
Teachers should cease to talk and
act as though they were concerned only
with women even in homemaking study. It
is very much better to use the term "adult"
when referring to participants in the program. In some communities the term nhomemaki.ng" and "home- eoonomios" have been
supplanted by "home and :family life education" as more acceptable to both sexes.
In every community the educational setup for adults should be of such that men
will desire to be participants or will
feel welcome as a frequent visitor.
Since men as well as women live in the
home they are to be encouraged to take
a greater part in the.~ichm.ent of
home and family life.!!

In scheduling a single-study series of
meetings the time of the year and the time of the day
deserves important consideration.

First , one will

have to study the calendar of the community activities
in order to dovetail the series with other programs.
some points to be considered are: (1) the most opportune
time for the interested people;
activities :

(2) the local community

(3) the number of interested people in
.

the series; and (4) the possibility of securing a
teaching staff for the series .

The homemaking teacher,

the vocational agriculture teacher and the industrial
4.

Pollard, L. Belle.
Pp. 54- 55.

Adult Education !Q.£. Homemak.ingt
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arts teacher of the Arp Colored High School will be the
teaching staff f'or this program.
There are always questions regarding the
termination period for accepting new registrants in a
program.

It is vdse to place names on a wa1 ting list

and inform the adults when they may be adllli tted as
enrolled members .
It is important that adults know what is
expected of them in the program.

Attendance records

should be kept, and should become a matter of routine .
The teacher must check because she can get accurate
measure of attendance and participation in the program.
Adults can profit by assisting with many
procedures .

Educational value is derived by those who

arrange bulletin- board displays, and catalogue books.
They may serve on specific committees, circulate literature, and arrange the physical set-up of the classroom.
Since farming is the leading occupation in
this school community, it is suggested by the author
that the classes be held in the afternoon immediately
following the regular school hours.
When a regular teacher is secured to
teach the class she will be expected to spend time
in home visitations.

These visitations will afford

opportunity for adults to meet and discuss rather
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informally their problems.
Evaluation of Growth and Development
That education for adults is functional is
evidenced in acceptable behavior changes indicating
growth and development of the individuals.

SUbjeot

matter is a tool for attaining the desired behavior.
Sinoe evaluation is a part of the leE!,rning process, concepts of its growth along with those of other elements ot
learning, should be measured.

The evaluation will be

made in terms of the objectives of the program.

In

addition, evaluation is considered as one of the aspects
of the teaching program.

One

or

its purposes is to

enable teachers to measure the educational efficiency of
the program, thereby discovering what changes need to be
made in curriculum content and in methods of teaching.
Working toward the attainment of objectives
through experiences brings about changes in people .

In

order to give leaders a basis for future educational

planning, these changes should be evaluated to determine the effectiveness of the program.

The behavi or of

human beings is- complex and cannot be measured with a
high degree of exactness.

Among the many indications

that may be looked for are :.§/
l.
2.

Awakened yearning for knowledge
Definite goals as guides.

§./ Ibid. p . 160.
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3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

a.

Desire to work for ooDDD.on
progress .
Abandonment of suspicions.
<.treater comunmi ty or interest
and appreciation.
Better adjustment to environment.
Enlarged outlook on life .
Better preparation for accepting responsibility.

A good means of evaluating the program is
to find out how far the objectives are actually being
realized.

Such a procedure enables both the teacher and

the student to be aware of the progress made in reaching
the objectives as weil as pointing out the need tor the
next step in the learning process .

As one means of

accounting for students advancement toward objectives,
a form for a systematio record should be kept .

The

following suggests a technique of evaluation.
STUDENT TALLY FORM

Date

Objectives

Degree or
Achievement

Additional
Planned
I nstruction Home and ComDesired
munity work

l
2
3

4

-------------

Name
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Some of the types of evaluation reconnnended
for this program are:

(1) community expressions about

the quality of the program; (2) sample of student's
work;

(3) health information test;

(5) products made by students;

(6} pupil opinions;

(?) questionnaires ; {8) interviews;

(10) testing ;

(4) self- appraisal;

(9} observations;

(11) conferences or ini'ormal. chats; and

(12) interest in :further achievement .

If we find that

people have been helped to meet with greater intelligence,
ease, and satisfaction the situation in which they normally find themselves, adult education will have served
a real need in the Arp School Community.

Chapter VI
SUMl4ARY

In weighing the values or adul.t education,
people should attempt to underst8.lld the impact or the
changing time on the home, the t'a:m1 ly and the c anml.llli ty.
Great economic and social torces flow like the tide
over comunrni ties where the adults are only halt-con-

scious or that which is befalling them.

W1se adults

who foresee the effects ot these toroes are trying to

shape institutions and mold men's thoughts and purposes
in accord8.lloe with the changes that are silently
approaching.

It is the purpose

or

this study: (l) to

give the present educational status of the adults
the

up Consolldated School Comm.unity;

or

(2) to point

out the educational needs of the community; and (3)
to propose a program to meet the needs of these adults.
Two

hundred and thirty-seven Negro families

with three hundred and seventy adults and seven hundred
and eighty-five children and adolescents were the subjeots of this investigation.

The subjects lived in an
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area or Smith County frequently described as the
"oil tield," although there is a oonsiderable number
of the Negro residents outside the oil area.
A

questionnaire was used to determine the

interest and needs ot the community.

'!he author con-

sulted the reports and suggestions of authorities in the
tield in (l) determining the objectives;

(2) selecting

and organizing the experiences; and (3) in proposing a
plan tor evaluating the efreativeness of the program.
The experiences were based upon the interest

and needs ot the community.

They were selected to be

used 1n the Arp Colored School Cnmmuni ty to improve the
patterns ot living of this community.

This program,

designed to make life tor the adults in the Arp School
Community more fundamentally sound, is in harmony with
the democratic principles of providing equal opportunity

tor all.
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ARP COLORED HIGH SCHOOL
ABP, TEXA.S

A SURVEY TO DETERMINE THE NEEDS AND INTERESTS OF THE

ADULTS OF THE ARP COLORED HIGH SCHOOL.

-----Interviewer:
De.te:

I.

II.

Check~ correct answer ~pl.acing! .2.!l

~-

~

---

blank

Amerioan_ _ _ _ _Foreign__ _ __

a.

Nationality:

b.

Married:

c.

Dead:

d.

People other than your own immediate t'amily
living with you.

Yes_No_ Sepe.rated:

Mother_ !'8.ther_ Both_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

_1.

Grandmother

-

2.

Grandfather

-

3.

Mother-in-law

_4.

Father-in-law

-

5.

Son-in-law

Check !?J: .placing

-

line.

Yes_ No_ _ __

~

-

6.

Daughter-in-law

?.

Grandohildren

-

e.

Step-ohildren

9.

Roomers and
boarders

-

10.

Brothers or
sisters

correct figure 2!l.

~

blank

a.

Size of the :ramily_ _ _ __

b.

Number of :females._ _ _ _ _ Ages________

91~uastionnaire.--continued.
o.

Nwnber of males_ _ _ _ _ A8es._ _ _ _ _ _ __

d.

'Estimate the annual. income tor:

---l.
---2.
3.

---

4.

Self

--

Mate

5.

---

son in the

home

6.

-e.

others in the

home

Income from
other sources

Estimate the money saved per year per member.

----

1.

Self

___4.

Daughter at
home

---2.

Mate

---

Others at home

---

saved.

---

3.

III.

De.ughter in
the home

5.

son at home

6.

Other inoome

Eduoation ot adults.
a.

Check

_gz

-

plaoins lJl,t

biank line.

---

1.

___a.

Years in the

elementary
school

High school

correct

figure ,2A the

---e.

Home economics

"I.

education

---

Vocational
Agriculture

---3.

Adult classes

Vet. School

_ _ _4.

Nursing

- -8.
_ _9.

Industrial
Arts

___s.

College

--

Graduate school

ll.

10.

Other type ot sohool.illR....,_ _ _ _ _ __

Years_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

d.

e.

IV.

Check m correct answer 1?l: placing Z
blank line .2.t your three ohoiceB.

i!a

91l

1.

Movies

7.

G6Ines

(outdoor J

2.

Reading
newspapers

e.

Ga.mes

(indoor)

3.

Visiting

9.

Wal.king

4.

Dancing

5.

Traveling

6.

Reading
books and
magazines

Check )!ith • ,sm
duced ,!l e.2!!1£•

-

~

blank

10.

Pionicing

ll.

Entertaini.ng

12.

Hobbies

line~

toods

l?l:2,-

l.

Garden
Vegetabl.ea

4.

Chickens

2.

Mil.k cows

5.

Truck tarma
tor vegetabl.es

3.

Meat

e.

Orchards

Check with! i.2.Yat most d1tt1cult problems.
l.

Planning the
budget

7.

l?urobasing

2.

Food prepare.tion

s.

Family rela-

3.

Home nursing

9.

Child oare and
guidance

4.

Gardening

10.

Carpentry-

s.

Care ot
livestock

11.

Seleoting seed
tor planting

6.

Selecting

12.

and raising

poultry

tions

Under standing

plants and
shrubs
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Q.uestionnaire.--continued.

VI.

Check

with ♦

the propertr owned

w the tamily.

l.

House

3.

Farm

2.

House and
lot

4.

Car

5.

Truck

-

VII. - Check with X on the dotted l:1ne the condition
applied~ you. ,L.---

16.

House screens

J

l 'l.

SWeeper

[,,-

18.

Poultry house

CaJlll.er

19.

Brooder house

o.

Sealer

20.

Pig reeder

6.

Washing machine

21.

Well pump

7.

lUeo. iron

22.

Hog houses

a.

Klee. rans

23.

liog pastures

9.

:rood lockers

24.

10.

Elec. mixers

a5.

Fish ponds

ll.

Toilet
(water)

26.

'l 'raps tor
tra:pp1ng

1.

Rwming water

2.

EJ.eotricity

3.

Gas

4.

J.

4

Terraced

te.rms

12.

'l'oilet (:pitJ

2'1.

Barns

13.

Toiled (sur.)

28.

Silo

14.

'l'ractors

29.

Screened
outhouse

-
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----

15.

30.
---

'truck

El.ectrio
or oil.
stove

___3l.. Clothing lookers
VII.

Check with X on the blank line the ty;pe of work
you are williiig to study ~ the ~ you wli!
use rn infIuenoe !9. set your nelglibors ang.
rrfends ~ attend.
I am interested in

the classes checked.

___1.

I shall use my intluenoe to get myneighbor and friend
to study the classes
cheeked.

Studying everyday problems ot
ohil.dren, youths and homemakers.

___a Planning nutritional. low cost
meal.s.
___3.

Planning simple one-dish

meals.
___4.

Ma.king new clothes ~om old

ones.

___5.

Selecting clothing for the
family

_ _6.

Learning to spend wisely.

___7 o

Arranging home furnishings
and f'urniture.

___a.

caring for the siok in the
home.

___9.

Selecting plants and seed.

_ _10.

step cutting and odd
carpenter jobs.

_____ll.

Family relations.

--

Livestock.

12.

---1.

---

2.

---

3.

---4.

---5.
___6.

---a.
---

'l.

---

9.

--10.
11.
--
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13.

Fe.rm practices.

13.

14.

Mending.

14.

15.

Ho.me oenn1ng and
preserving •

15.

16.

Increasing the tamil.y
income

16.

17.

Reading.

17.

18.

Recreation tor the

18.

Decorative sewing and
needle work.

19.

20.

Flowers and shrubs.

20.

21..

Musio.

ai.

22.

Home nursing and dlild
care.

22.

t8lllily.

19.

I am. employed as_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
in._____________

----------

ltv' mate 1s employed as
1 n______________
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